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  Hedwig and the Angry Inch Stephen Trask,John Cameron
Mitchell,2003 Tells the story of transsexual rocker Hedwig
Schmidt, an East German immigrant whose sex change operation
has been botched and who finds herself living in a trailer park in
Kansas.
  Finding Neverland Songbook ,2015-12-01 (Vocal Selections).
Inspired by the Academy Award -winning film of the same name,
Finding Neverland has been brought to life on stage with music
and lyrics by Gary Barlow and Eliot Kennedy and a book by James
Graham. This songbook presents 20 selections from the show
arranged for voice and piano with chord symbols: All of London Is
Here Tonight * Believe * Circus of Your Mind * If the World
Turned Upside Down * Live by the Hook * Neverland * The
Pirates of Kensington * Something About This Night * Sylvia's
Lullaby * We Own the Night * We're All Made of Stars * When
Your Feet Don't Touch the Ground * and more. This folio also
includes pages of full-color scenes from the original Broadway
production.
  Everything but the Coffee Bryant Simon,2009-10-20
Everything but the Coffee casts a fresh eye on the world's most
famous coffee company, looking beyond baristas, movie cameos,
and Paul McCartney CDs to understand what Starbucks can tell
us about America. Bryant Simon visited hundreds of Starbucks
around the world to ask, Why did Starbucks take hold so quickly
with consumers? What did it seem to provide over and above a
decent cup of coffee? Why at the moment of Starbucks' profit-
generating peak did the company lose its way, leaving observers
baffled about how it might regain its customers and its cultural
significance? Everything but the Coffee probes the company's
psychological, emotional, political, and sociological power to
discover how Starbucks' explosive success and rapid deflation
exemplify American culture at this historical moment. Most
importantly, it shows that Starbucks speaks to a deeply felt
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American need for predictability and class standing, community
and authenticity, revealing that Starbucks' appeal lies not in the
product it sells but in the easily consumed identity it offers.
  Lowrider Coloring Book Oscar Nilsson,2011-04-14 Paint your
own lowrider just the way you like it! Impalas, Cadillacs and
Rivieras. In the Lowrider Coloring Book, you will color the classic
and most popular Lowrider models. Lowrider culture reaches
back to 1930s Los Angeles, where it became popular for style-
conscious Latino-Americans to load their cars with sandbags to
bring it closer to the road. Style was everything, and when
lowered cars were banned in California in the 1950s, it became
necessary to find a way to raise and lower the car simply to avoid
fines. The solution was to use hydraulics from old fighter planes
left over from World War II. The rapper Kid Frost showcased
lowriding in the early 90s hit Lowrider, and since then, the cars
are closely associated with hip hop culture. Today, lowriding is
bigger than ever with thousands of enthusiasts in most parts of
the world. All strive to outdo each other with the most elegant
varnish, interior, hydraulics, chrome and rims. The custom cars
you'll be coloring in the Lowrider Coloring book were converted
by some of the best and most legendary enthusiasts. What color is
your Impala?
  Drawing on Walls Matthew Burgess,2020-07-21 Burgess
describes Haring discovering Robert Henri’s The Art Spirit in
college (“He felt as if the book was speaking directly to him”),
encountering the large paintings of Pierre Alechinsky (he was
“blown away”), and recognizing a common impulse in dancers at
the West Village’s Paradise Garage (“For Keith, drawing and
painting were like dancing. He called it ‘mind-to-hand flow’”).
Cochran uses a thick black line to suggest Haring’s creations, and
renders figures in a Haring-esque style without seeming
gimmicky. Of interest to young readers are Haring’s frequent
efforts to involve children in mural-making projects. The story,
including a respectful acknowledgement of Haring’s death from
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AIDS, makes the subject seem immediate and real—and presents
a compelling vision of answering the call to create. —Starred
Review, Publishers Weekly I would love to be a teacher because I
love children and I think that not enough people respect children
or understand how important they are. I have done many projects
with children of all ages. —Keith Haring Truly devoted to the idea
of public art, Haring created murals wherever he went. From
Matthew Burgess, the much-acclaimed author of Enormous
Smallness, comes Drawing on Walls: A Story of Keith Haring.
Often seen drawing in white chalk on the matte black paper of
unused advertising space in the subway, Haring’s iconic pop art
and graffiti-like style transformed the New York City underground
in the 1980s. A member of the LGBTQ community, Haring died
tragically at the age of thirty-one from AIDS-related
complications. Illustrated in paint by Josh Cochran, himself a
specialist in bright, dense, conceptual drawings, this honest,
celebratory book honors Haring’s life and art, along with his very
special connection with kids.
  Jews Who Rock Guy Oseary,2016-09-27 Foreword by Ben
Stiller Afterword by Perry Farrell Jewish achievement in the
sciences? Celebrated. Jews in literature? Lionized. But until now,
there's been no record of the massive contributions of Jews in
Rock n' Roll. Jews Who Rock features 100 top Jewish rockers,
from Bob Dylan to Adam Horowitz, Courtney Love (yes, she's half
Jewish) to John Zorn, with a concise page of essential data and a
biography of each one. Includes the complete lyrics to The
Chanukah Song by Adam Sandler
  Digital Service Platforms Kyeong Kang,2021 E-service is an
increasingly popular business practice and a critical part of
supporting the global information society. The Digital Service
Platforms book reduces the ambiguity about e-service by
clarifying how to take advantage of it as well as how to overcome
barriers and issues. It includes ten chapters in three subject
areas: e-service and social media, e-service concepts, and e-
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service quality and development. Chapters cover such topics as
organization-community relationships, systematic e-service
innovation, social media ecosystems, accessibility experience
design, Industry 4.0, public e-employment services in different
countries, and more.
  Alice By Heart Steven Sater,2020-02-04 A young girl takes
refuge in a London Tube station during WWII and confronts grief,
loss, and first love with the help of her favorite book, Alice in
Wonderland, in the debut novel from Tony Award-winning
playwright Steven Sater. London, 1940. Amidst the rubble of the
Blitz of World War II, fifteen-year-old Alice Spencer and her best
friend, Alfred, are forced to take shelter in an underground tube
station. Sick with tuberculosis, Alfred is quarantined, with doctors
saying he won't make it through the night. In her desperation to
keep him holding on, Alice turns to their favorite pastime:
recalling the book that bonded them, and telling the story that
she knows by heart--the story of Alice in Wonderland. What
follows is a stunning, fantastical journey that blends Alice's two
worlds: her war-ravaged homeland being held together by nurses
and soldiers and Winston Churchill, and her beloved Wonderland,
a welcome distraction from the bombs and the death, but a place
where one rule always applies: the pages must keep turning. But
then the lines between these two worlds begin to blur. Is that a
militant Red Cross Nurse demanding that Alice get BACK. TO.
HER. BED!, or is it the infamous Queen of Hearts
saying...something about her head? Soon, Alice must decide
whether to stay in Wonderland forever, or embrace the pain of
reality if that's what it means to grow up. In this gorgeous YA
adaption of his off-Broadway musical, the Tony Award-winning co-
creator of Spring Awakening encourages us all to celebrate the
transformational power of the imagination, even in the harshest
of times.
  The Jews of Silence Elie Wiesel,2011-08-16 In the fall of
1965 the Israeli newspaper Haaretz sent a young journalist
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named Elie Wiesel to the Soviet Union to report on the lives of
Jews trapped behind the Iron Curtain. “I would approach Jews
who had never been placed in the Soviet show window by Soviet
authorities,” wrote Wiesel. “They alone, in their anonymity, could
describe the conditions under which they live; they alone could
tell whether the reports I had heard were true or false—and
whether their children and their grandchildren, despite
everything, still wish to remain Jews. From them I would learn
what we must do to help . . . or if they want our help at all.” What
he discovered astonished him: Jewish men and women, young and
old, in Moscow, Kiev, Leningrad, Vilna, Minsk, and Tbilisi,
completely cut off from the outside world, overcoming their fear
of the ever-present KGB to ask Wiesel about the lives of Jews in
America, in Western Europe, and, most of all, in Israel. They have
scant knowledge of Jewish history or current events; they
celebrate Jewish holidays at considerable risk and with only the
vaguest ideas of what these days commemorate. “Most of them
come [to synagogue] not to pray,” Wiesel writes, “but out of a
desire to identify with the Jewish people—about whom they know
next to nothing.” Wiesel promises to bring the stories of these
people to the outside world. And in the home of one dissident, he
is given a gift—a Russian-language translation of Night, published
illegally by the underground. “‘My God,’ I thought, ‘this man
risked arrest and prison just to make my writing available to
people here!’ I embraced him with tears in my eyes.”
  Small Fry - Hawaiian Vacation Random House
Disney,Random House Disney Staff,2012-07-24 This coloring and
activity book features 48 pages of fun with Buzz Lightyear, Sheriff
Woody, and the rest of the toys from Disney/Pixar Toy Story, plus
punch-out trading cards to collect and share with your friends!
Perfect for boys and girls ages 3-7.
  Darling Richard Rodriguez,2013-10-03 An award–winning
writer delivers a major reckoning with religion, place, and
sexuality in the aftermath of 9/11 Hailed in The Washington Post
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as “one of the most eloquent and probing public intellectuals in
America,” Richard Rodriguez now considers religious violence
worldwide, growing public atheism in the West, and his own
mortality. Rodriguez’s stylish new memoir—the first book in a
decade from the Pulitzer Prize finalist—moves from Jerusalem to
Silicon Valley, from Moses to Liberace, from Lance Armstrong to
Mother Teresa. Rodriguez is a homosexual who writes with love
of the religions of the desert that exclude him. He is a passionate,
unorthodox Christian who is always mindful of his relationship to
Judaism and Islam because of a shared belief in the God who
revealed himself within an ecology of emptiness. And at the
center of this book is a consideration of women—their importance
to Rodriguez’s spiritual formation and their centrality to the
future of the desert religions. Only a mind as elastic and refined
as Rodriguez’s could bind these threads together into this
wonderfully complex tapestry.
  WARHOLCAPOTE Rob Roth,2022-09-20 An enthralling play
based on lost tapes between two cultural giants and
friends—Andy Warhol and Truman Capote. In 1978 Andy Warhol
and Truman Capote decided to write a Broadway play. Andy
suggested that he record their private conversations over the
period of a few months, and that these tapes would be the source
material for the play. The tapes were then filed away and
forgotten. Their play was never completed. Now, award-winning
director Rob Roth brings their vision to life after a years-long
search to unearth the eighty hours of tapes between two of the
most daring artists of postwar America. WARHOLCAPOTE, based
on words actually spoken by the two men, is set in the ’70s and
’80s, toward the end of their close connection and not too long
before their untimely deaths. Their special, complex friendship is
captured by Roth with bracing intimacy as they discuss life, love,
and art and everything in between. Every word in the play comes
directly from these two 20th century geniuses. The structure of
the conversations springs from Roth’s imagination.
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  The Fair Tax Book Neal Boortz,John Linder,2009-03-17
Wouldn’t you love to abolish the IRS . . .Keep all the money in
your paycheck . . .Pay taxes on what you spend, not what you
earn . . .And eliminate all the fraud, hassle, and waste of our
current system? Then the FairTax is for you. In the face of the
outlandish American tax burden, talk-radio firebrand Neal Boortz
and Congressman John Linder are leading the charge to phase
out our current, unfair system and enact the FairTax Plan-
replacing the federal income tax and withholding system with a
simple 23 percent retail sales tax. This dramatic revision of the
current system, which would eliminate the reviled IRS, has
already caught fire in the American heartland, with more than
600,000 taxpayers signing on in support of the plan. As Boortz
and Linder reveal in this first book on the FairTax, this radical but
eminently sensible plan would end the annual national nightmare
of filing income tax returns, while at the same time enlarging the
federal tax base by collecting sales tax from every retail
consumer in the country. The FairTax, they argue, would
transform the fearsome bureaucracy of the IRS into a more
transparent, accountable—and equitable—tax collection system.
Endorsed by scores of leading economists—and supported by a
huge and growing grassroots movement—the FairTax Plan could
revolutionize the way America pays for itself.
  Stealworks John Yates,G. A. Matiasz,1994 Notes on the
Apocalypse
  Treatment Kind and Fair Perri Klass,2007-06-12 A series of
letters written from a doctor to her son, who is just beginning
medical school, reveal the side of medicine not appearing on the
job application, including compassion, empathy, and stress, and
offer advice to all young doctors.
  General Jacob Devers John A. Adams,2015-02-18 A “solid and
informative” biography of one of the overlooked heroes of the
Second World War (Wall Street Journal). Of the leaders of the
American Army in World War II, Jacob Devers is undoubtedly the
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“forgotten four-star.” Plucked from relative obscurity in the Canal
Zone, Devers was one of four generals selected by General of the
Army George Marshall in 1941 to assist him in preparing the
Army for war. He quickly became known in Army circles for his
“can do” attitude and remarkable ability to cut through red tape.
Among other duties, he was instrumental in transforming Ft.
Bragg, then a small Army post, into a major training facility. As
head of the armored force, Devers contributed to the
development of a faster, more heavily armored tank, equipped
with a higher velocity gun that could stand up to the more
powerful German tanks, and helped to turn American armor into
an effective fighting force. In spring 1943, Devers replaced
Dwight Eisenhower as commander of the European Theater of
Operations, then was given command of the 6th Army Group that
invaded the south of France and fought its way through France
and Germany to the Austrian border. In the European campaign
to defeat Hitler, Eisenhower had three subordinate army group
commanders: British Field Marshall Bernard Montgomery, Omar
S. Bradley, and Jacob Devers. The first two are well-known; here
the third receives the attention he properly deserves.
  Elvis Lives Elvis Presley,2009 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist
Songbook). Matching folio to the special live-concert show at the
Pyramid Arena in Memphis on August 16, 2002 celebrating the
25th anniversary of Elvis Presley's death. Featuring Elvis via
video and a host of former bandmates live on stage, the two-hour
concert showcased many favorite hits, including: Are You
Lonesome Tonight? * Burning Love * Can't Help Falling in Love *
In the Ghetto * My Way * Suspicious Minds * That's All Right *
and many more. 23 songs in all!
  Third industrial directory of Pennsylvania, 1919 Pennsylvania.
Dept. of labor and industry,1920
  Sounds Like Me Sara Bareilles,2019-10-15 This updated
New York Times bestselling collection of essays by seven-time
Grammy nominated singer songwriter Sara Bareilles “resonates
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with authentic and hard-won truths” (Publishers Weekly)—and
features new material on the hit Broadway musical, Waitress.
Sara Bareilles “pours her heart and soul into these essays”
(Associated Press), sharing the joys and the struggles that come
with creating great work, all while staying true to yourself.
Imbued with humor and marked by Sara’s confessional writing
style, this essay collection tells the inside story behind some of
her most popular songs. Well known for her chart-topper “Brave,”
Sara first broke through in 2007 with her multi-platinum single
“Love Song.” She has since released seven albums that have sold
millions of copies and spawned several hits. “A breezy, upbeat,
and honest reflection of this multitalented artist” (Kirkus
Reviews), Sounds Like Me reveals Sara Bareilles, the artist—and
the woman—on songwriting, soul searching, and what’s
discovered along the way.
  Why Waco? James D. Tabor,Eugene V. Gallagher,2023-11-10
The 1993 government assault on the Branch Davidian compound
near Waco, Texas, resulted in the deaths of four federal agents
and eighty Branch Davidians, including seventeen children.
Whether these tragic deaths could have been avoided is still
debatable, but what seems clear is that the events in Texas have
broad implications for religious freedom in America. James Tabor
and Eugene Gallagher's bold examination of the Waco story offers
the first balanced account of the siege. They try to understand
what really happened in Waco: What brought the Branch
Davidians to Mount Carmel? Why did the government attack?
How did the media affect events? The authors address the
accusations of illegal weapons possession, strange sexual
practices, and child abuse that were made against David Koresh
and his followers. Without attempting to excuse such actions,
they point out that the public has not heard the complete story
and that many media reports were distorted. The authors have
carefully studied the Davidian movement, analyzing the theology
and biblical interpretation that were so central to the group's
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functioning. They also consider how two decades of intense
activity against so-called cults have influenced public perceptions
of unorthodox religions. In exploring our fear of unconventional
religious groups and how such fear curtails our ability to tolerate
religious differences, Why Waco? is an unsettling wake-up call.
Using the events at Mount Carmel as a cautionary tale, the
authors challenge all Americans, including government officials
and media representatives, to closely examine our national
commitment to religious freedom.
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